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We acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land this paper was created on – the Gadigal people of the Eora Nation. We pay respect to Elders, 
both past, present, and emerging. The grounds of University of Sydney, upon which this edition was written and published, is and remains the 
sovereign Gadigal land. Further, it is the land upon which cultures of learning, and ways of knowing have existed for many thousands of years, 
and continue to do so. 

The ongoing project of settler colonialism continues to manifest in this country that is known today, as Australia. You will find it in the 
disproportionately high rates of Aboriginal incarceration and deaths in Australian prisons, in the heightened and horrific rates of child removal, 
in the vast difference in life expectancy between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians.

We’d like to acknowledge the potential absence of Indigenous voices in this edition of ACAR Honi. This speaks to so many layers of systematic 
and cultural inequality and we must recognise our complicity in the ongoing settler colonial project. We must grapple with the complexities of 
living on stolen lands. We must strive to educate ourselves on these issues, to listen deeply to Indigenous voices, and to centre these voices. 

Whilst the many struggles against colonialism are seen in the histories of migrant families, our diasporas and bloodlines, and continues today 
for many people of colour, it is the responsibility of non-Indigenous people of colour, who benefit from living on stolen land, to take a stand 
against the racism and injustice faced by First Nations peoples. To fight back where possible, and to stand in solidarity with First Nations people 
as allies in the pursuit for justice and the recognition of Indigenous sovereignty. 

On May 6 this year, there was a Sydney Writers’ Festival panel 
held at Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre which featured a lineup of 
emerging writers of colour from Sweatshop Writers’ Collective. 
Sweatshop is a Western Sydney-based movement that run workshops 
and writing groups, as well as publish incredible anthologies. The 
hour roundtable, titled ‘Owning Your Story,’ saw six panelists speak 
candidly about why writing was important to them, and detail some 
of their most difficult experiences in the literary industry and the arts 
more broadly. And after that whole hour, during the audience Q&A, a 
white woman who had taken an earlier comment about white people 
personally, stood up and essentially derailed the whole conversation 
through an infuriating display of white fragility.

Similar instances are happening all the time, across all industries 
– this was just a particularly stunning example. Situations like these 
just go to emphasise the importance of autonomy. Editing ACAR Honi 
while simultaneously having conversations with members of the 
Sweatshop collective and people of colour who were in the audience 
for ‘Owning Your Story’ has really driven home how vital publications 
like this are.

The 2018 edition of ACAR Honi includes a vast array of differing 
perspectives, with significant diversity of ideas and form. From 
incredibly well-thought out reviews to a passionate, philosophical 
defence of trans-racialism, this edition spans the Indian caste system, 
cultural appropriation, the complexity of identity and so much more 
– all in interesting, often surprising ways. With this edition, we are 
making our way through the process of post-colonising. Spotlighting 
feminist perspectives from the Global South, and the importance 
of PoC dynamic art practices, we hope this edition feels at once 
celebratory and enraged.

It has been beyond a pleasure to work with such a fantastic group 
of editors and contributors: thank you for your hard work and bright 
spirits. We would like to acknowledge the voices that are not heard in 
this edition – there is important representation missing within these 
pages, particularly First Nations people, and we would not want this 
to go unnoticed. ACAR is wholly in solidarity with all peoples who 
are marginalised by white supremacy, and we are always striving to 
represent a larger cross-section of students of colour at the University 
of Sydney. We hope subsequent issues of ACAR Honi continue to grow, 
with even more diverse viewpoints included.

A month or two ago, we had the pleasure of seeing Malaysian-
Australian artist Omar Musa perform in a limited-run stage adaptation 
of his record Since Ali Died, where he performed an amazing hybrid of 
poetry, rap and stand-up comedy. We both left the theatre feeling 
seen, empowered and tender. The power of seeing people of colour 
flourish should never be underestimated, and our hope is that you, 
dear reader, feels something of what we felt after that performance.

Through every change, every cultural shift, every new gem of 
knowledge gleaned – let us hold fast to that. 

With love,
Tanya & Tanushri x
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Postcolonial 
Assemblages
by Amelia Mertha

For Kenyan, Brooklyn-based, artist 
Wangechi Mutu (1972- ), the generative 
and creative process of collaging found 
objects and pre-existing images resists 
colonial homogenisation and celebrates the 
multiplicity of Black femininity. As such, 
her art ponders the question: what happens 
when one uses the master’s tools to re-
configure the master’s house in our own 
imaginaries – real, hybrid or otherwise? 
Especially after western colonialism has 
colonised and reshuffled cultural identities 
for its own economic purposes? This is a 
politics of assemblage and dis-assemblage 
working within a postcolonial lens. Mutu’s 
collage art suggests that decomposition, as 
a form of composition, is a critical site/sight 
for postcolonial readings of corporeality and 
temporality. 

In Mutu’s work titled Le Noble Savage (2006), 
Nicole R. Smith identifies the “survival 
strategies” of a Black woman of the diaspora 
with the work’s intermingling references 
to “the Statue of Liberty, emigration and 
elements of African landscapes.” Note that 
the noble savage is a racist stereotype readily 
challenged by postcolonial writers such as 
Chinua Achebe in speaking back to Joseph 
Conrad in Things Fall Apart (1958). In Mutu’s 
Le Noble Savage, the arm is a palm tree, is 
torch-bearing. Birds, symbols of flight and 
migration, circle the woman. The hyper-
saturation of pink tones in her skin and the 
sky somehow both unsettle and comfort – is 
she on fire, or is she herself the wildfire? 

There’s a line in Mohsin Hamid’s novel 
Exit West (2017) where he deliberates that 
“geography is destiny.” The movement of 
migrants, where we are born, where we love 
and leave, is a slice of time and space, an 
intricate possibility. The cutting object in 
collaging carves moments like these. The 
process of fragmentation is clearly key, and 
to remove is the first establishing moment 
of creation. In a 2007 interview with Barbara 
Kruger for Interview Magazine, Mutu says, “we 
live in a moment of collage, of splicing, of 
entering one another’s space, of coexistence, 
and of forced coexistence.”  
A series of Mutu’s called “Uterine 
Pathologies” (2004-2005) is a collection 
of pieces that depict cyborg, diseased and 
mystical figures - the repulsive and disfigured 
as a perspective on hybridity, disaffection and 

Artwork by Tanushri-Radha Saha

Black womanhood.  For example, Cancer of the 
Uterus (2005) from this series wields meaning 
in an economy of magical realism in depicting 
a glittering goddess-like face but, with its 
canvas of found medical paper, she is also 
imbued with the stories of significant inter-
generational trauma recalling the history 
of African-American slave women being 
surgically experimented on by the so-called 
American ‘father of modern gynecology’ Dr 
J. Marion Sims. As such, the dis-assemblage 
of collage art might also be what Kwame 
Appiah signifies as postcolonialism’s 
effort to be “a space-clearing gesture” – 
a necessary collapse of binaries that are 
inherently oppressive and non-generative 
for marginalized identities. In other words, 
the dematerialization of one reality, to make 
way for another. Collaging deconstructs the 
present, original image, forging it as part of a 
new history or future. 

Time, as we in the West know it, is a 
technology manufactured with Western 
ideals. It is rational and linear and demands 
particular labour from Black and Brown 
bodies. 

Like the de-linearity of a novel such 
as Arundhati Roy’s The God of Small 
Things (1997), and the novel’s deeply felt 
investment in small chances and small 
voices, defamiliarsation in Mutu’s art is a 
kind of political commentary that puts forth 
scripts for radical change and resistance – 
glimpses of lush utopias. Exploring states 
of in-betweenness as generative states of 
being, postcolonial texts often present other 
/ Other ways of understanding our world 
than the teleological and static ideologies of 
colonialism and imperialism that proliferate 
through the art and literature of ‘the West’. 
Mutu’s work titled History Trolling (2014) was 
part of a 2014 solo show at London’s Victoria 
Miro gallery called ‘Nguva na Nyoka’ (Sirens 
and Serpents). The word ‘trolling’ anticipates 
something tongue-in-check and jesting but 
here is suggestive of a colonial subject’s 
retention of their history and culture. In an 
interview with Joyce Bidouzo-Coudray on the 
event and themes of the show, Mutu speaks 
of the interplay of dreams and consciousness, 
African folktales, and femme empowerment. 
She says, “I’ve always had big fantasies about 
what our worlds, our countries, our nations, 
our cultures were like previous to European 
colonisation” and that, in the show she sought 
to “tease people into looking at things that are 
so called unpleasant, that give a sense of fear 
and anxiety …why does this bother you? Why 
does this make you feel this way and how can 
we undo it?”  

Strangeness is a necessary ally to hopefulness.
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“Innocence is such a fucking white myth, man.”

It was a line that really resonated with the crowd 
at Junot Diaz’s show at the Sydney Writers’ Festival 
(SWF.) It wasn’t put to the audience in an overtly 
rhetorical way, nor was it a really complex idea. The 
reason it really struck with people was because it so 
perfectly captured the imperfect reality of being a 
person of colour – the idea that from the moment 
we come into existence, our lives are shaped by raw 
experiences that our white counterparts will never 
understand. Ironically, Diaz himself provided us 
with one such raw experience – the process of losing 
a hero. 

For those unaware, Junot Diaz is a Pulitzer Prize-
winning author, known most notably for writing 
The Brief and Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao. A headliner 
of SWF’s 2018 lineup, Diaz’s in-conversation to 
promote his children’s book, Islandborn, was one 
of the festival’s fastest-selling sessions. He was 
also slated for a number of subsequent events – 
notably, some talks aimed for younger fans on the 
festival’s closing day. But at a panel that Diaz was 
participating in the night after his sold-out address, 
titled ‘Why We Read,’ a young Black woman stood 
up in the audience question time and asked Diaz a 
question that would eventuate in Diaz’s withdrawal 
from the festival, as well as worldwide headlines.

On April 16 – roughly two weeks before Sydney 
Writers’ Festival began – Diaz published an article 
in the New Yorker, titled ‘The Silence: The Legacy 
of Childhood Trauma.’ The article was incredibly 
vulnerable, and was lauded online. Seemingly a 
rejection of the bravado so closely intertwined with 
performances of toxic masculinity, it was a reflection 
on Diaz’s history as a victim of childhood sexual 
abuse, something he had never written or publicly 
spoken about until its publication. 

As an audience member at the ‘Why We Read’ 
panel on Friday 4 May, fellow visiting author Zinzi 
Clemmons decided enough was enough.

Overnight, other female authors took to Twitter 
to voice both their support for Clemmons, and their 
similar experiences with Diaz. By Saturday morning, 
SWF has issued a statement advising Diaz had pulled 
out of any further events at the festival. Clemmons 
was a panelist at an event titled ‘My Feminism 
Will Be Intersectional or It Will Be Bullshit’ on 
Saturday afternoon. When the moderator of the 
panel asked Clemmons if she would like to speak to 

what happened the night before, she was articulate, 
enraged, and simultaneously matter-of-fact. She 
didn’t name Diaz once – at this point, there was 
no need. She started by noting calmly that she did 
not ‘accuse’ anyone – she asked a question based 
on what had happened to her, and she knew for a 
fact that other women had been through the same. 
Over the day, she said, many people had come and 
told her how ‘brave’ she was to speak out, and she 
vehemently disagreed with this sentiment; in that 
moment, she felt it would have simply been an act of 
cowardice to stay silent. Clemmons had been getting 
frustrated about the silence surrounding powerful 
men in the literary scene, and had decided then and 
there to take action.

Diaz is not the first celebrated man of colour 
to let us down, nor will he be the last. Every time 
something like this happens, what strikes us the 
most is the sheer sense of betrayal. With every new 
‘controversy,’ we feel as though we’ve learnt – as 
if there will be something different about the next 
hero we choose to embrace. Despite this, we’re left 
surprised, shocked and disoriented. 

The sense of self-doubt one experiences 
when losing a hero is difficult to articulate. It’s a 
feeling that is undeniably intensified, when your 
understandings of race are tied to the works of men 
like Diaz or Aziz Ansari. For many of us, the ways in 
which we establish a sense of mutual identification 
with people of colour across the globe is through the 
unique ways in which these men capture experiences 
of race and culture. We distinctly remember watching 
Master of None, and finding a sense of affirmation 
and solidarity in the depictions of being a second 
generation desi in the West. We have no doubts that 

young Dominicans around the world would have 
shared these experiences as they read Diaz’s novels. 

For people of colour around the world, the 
tragedy is, then, two-fold. Of course, primarily it’s 
a sense of collective grief and emotional despair 
for the harms faced by survivors. But it is also a 
loss of the foundations of our racial experience – a 
disassociation from the cultural artefacts we once 
cherished. For some, this manifests in an irrational 
protection of men of colour who have done horrible 
things. Communities galvanise around ‘the accused,’ 
seeking hope in conspiracy as they desperately cling 
onto their role models. It is without question that 
such responses are deeply problematic, and often 
exploited by men of colour to escape accountability 
for their actions. But they also reveal a deep sense 
of mistrust that people of colour have in social 
institutions like the media. After generations of 
subjugation and domination, it is far easier to 
believe the narrative that the whites are trying to 
bring down another successful cultural icon then 
come to terms with reality.  

For us, the reality is more a sense of loss. We have 
lost someone who wrote and spoke in a way that 
made us feel found. Yet another successful, high-
profile man of colour letting us down; a rare instance 
of positive representation within an incredibly white 
literary scene made invalid. Clemmons puts it better 
than we can, though:

 “If you focus on “what to do about him” you 
are playing directly into his hands. I feel very sorry 
for the readers who feel let down, but know that you 
are mourning something that never existed in the 
first place. He never deserved your admiration. It 
was all a lie.”

WHEN WE LOSE OUR HEROES
Pranay Jha and Tanya Ali reflect on the men of colour who have failed them 

CW: SEXUAL HARASSMENT/ASSAULT

Analyses of the “alt-right” have dominated Western 
progressive discourse over the last few years. 
Prompted by the palpable unrest following the 
election of Donald Trump and UKIP’s raw xenophobic 
rhetoric during the Brexit vote, progressives have 
been left to confront the apparent collapse of their 
movement. However, their trend of isolating and 
sensationalising individual cases of ‘shock’ electoral 
results (or at best, a broader look at West) has 
proven to be problematic. Perhaps closer attention 
to the subcontinental context could be informative. 

In 2014, India saw a Hindu majoritarian party in 
Parliament with a majority of seats. The moment 
was particularly noteworthy- it marked the first 
time that a single party won enough seats to govern 
without the support of other parties in post-
partition India. Bharatiya Janata Party’s (‘BJP’s’) 
policies promised a better future, parading slogans 
such as ‘Achhe din aane waale hain’ (Good days are 
going to come), commodifying the growing dissent 
amongst the poverty stricken working class. 

The Bharatiya Janata Party or BJP was born 
out of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (‘RSS’)- an 
extreme right wing, Hindu Nationalist-supremacist 
and paramilitary volunteer organisation. The RSS 
is an exclusively male, fascist organisation whose 
notorious ideologies mirror the likes of Hitler and 
Mussolini. They endorse the notion of ‘One Country, 
One State, One Legislature, One Executive.’ It is 
an organisation which openly opposes federalism, 
a secular and democratic India and includes 
several members who were involved in Gandhi’s 
assassination.

The murky origins of BJP were ample grounds to 
foresee the hard-right political tactics it unleashed 
upon election. Within a few years, it was evident that 
BJP’s entire manifesto was a pretence. By the time 
people grew aware of this deception and condemned 
the government’s failures, they found themselves in 
unfamiliar territory; a territory wherein their voices 
were silenced and their loyalty to India questioned. 
I soon realised we weren’t the only people in 
such dangerous waters. Shortly after, the Trump 
presidential campaign paraded similar sentiments 
to an alarmingly electric effect. It was around this 
time I was leaving India for Australia. I knew the 
ramifications of this would spread like ripples of an 
earthquake around the world. 

Of course, there are many forthcoming parallels 
between the BJP and the western “alt-right.” 
Neither group makes any attempt to mask their 
“politically incorrect” rhetoric, opting to speak in a 
direct and often explicitly derogatory manner. Both 
brand themselves by appealing to the working class 
person, unbothered by the traditional platitudes of 
the career politicians that have come before them. 
And perhaps most importantly, both play up their 
‘political outsider’ status, albeit in different ways; 
Modi as a chai walla (tea boy) and Trump as a 
celebrity businessman.

In many ways, the 2014 Indian election was 
a hyperbolised version of the battles between 

progressives and the ‘alt-right’ in the west. Rahul 
Gandhi, a descendant of Nehru, was born and raised 
to be a politician but unable to meaningfully connect 
with a significant proportion of his electorate. By 
contrast, Modi was able to herald a sea change for 
the millions of disenfranchised Indians disgruntled 
with political stagnancy. But beyond superficial 
parallels, the similarities of the BJP and the alt-
right’s mass appeal ironically may hold something 
promising for the left. 

Whilst the Congress party of India by no means 
represents the country’s left, their strategies certainly 
mirror those deployed by Western progressives. At 
many points focus was drawn to Modi’s scandalous 
past- most notably his involvement in the 2002 
Gujarat riots which claimed the lives of hundreds 
of Muslim Indians. Undeniably, these issues 
were of importance. The fact that such an overtly 
problematic candidate from a Hindu Nationalist 
party had a feasible chance of running the country 
was shocking. Yet somewhere along the line, Modi’s 
critics lost their path. They moved from focussing on 
how they could help India’s overwhelmingly large 
working class to focussing on why Modi couldn’t. 

During the same period, Modi boasted a suite of 
economic policies which focussed on the “real” India. 
He promised to bring hygienic sanitary facilities 
to every household in India and a boasted strong 
resume of economic development during his tenure 
as the Chief Minister of Gujarat. For Modi, radical 
change was the name of the game- transforming 
India’s economic landscape, dismantling the 
nepotistic Gandhi dynasty and amplifying the voices 

of the working class. Skeptics of Modi (formerly the 
Chief Minister of Gujarat) knew that ushering him into 
the government wouldn’t result in better economic 
opportunities or growth. In fact, they warned that 
the media’s praise of economic growth in Gujarat was 
merely a contrived strategy to obscure his murky past. 
Despite this, the elite and media outlets championed 
the dawn of greater economic development. 

Ultimately, Modi won by sweeping margins. To the 
average observer, it seems baffling that voters in India, 
the U.K. and the United States would support such 
explicitly problematic campaigns. Yet a deeper look at 
the campaigns reveals just how global solidarity has 
been cultivated- a tool that the left has traditionally 
relied on. Of course, attempts at agitating for better 
conditions have been misplaced. What is promising 
however, is the shared perspectives of the “global” 
working class. These similarities reveal an increasing 
sense of collective identification, reciprocity and 
cooperation amongst those subject to class-based 
oppression. If those sentiments can be galvanised, 
there is some promise for progressives. Unfortunately, 
if they continue to remain reactionary and operate 
at a level abstracted from those they are seeking to 
assist, the likes of Modi may continue to pop up across 
the globe. 

Kiranmayi Vedlamudi  discusses the parallels between Modi and Trump

The Indian Alt-Right

ANALYSIS

Artwork by Pranay Jha

Artwork by Deepa Alam
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Pink Mountain on Locust Island reads like a fever 
dream or a drug-induced hallucination. Jamie 
Marina Lau presents a surreal, electronic parable 
that sweeps us through the confusing hell that is 
Monk’s life growing up in the digital age. Fifteen 
and living with a failed artist father in a Chinatown 
apartment, Monk becomes entranced with manic-
pixie-dream-boy Santa Coy. As his electrifying 
presence infects their lives, the novel accelerates 
into a trippy journey through a mishmash of art, 
angst, drugs, hunger and desire.

Notions of hunger and consumption abound in the 
novel. Monk starves for the attention of her father 
and Santa Coy, who in turn crave validation from the 
eyes of their audience. The pair churn out a stream 
of new and provocative content, but the attention 
one receives in the world of contemporary content 
creation is capricious and often short-lived. “Even 
emperors die,” Monk wryly observes. This hunger 
for something more—and the abject dissatisfaction 
that inevitably comes with it—is made all the more 
visceral by the descriptions of food that proliferate 
Pink Mountain. There is food being prepared, food 
being consumed, food neglected and congealing. 
Monk glacés a cake; Monk makes fish pasta; yum 

cha trolleys roll past stacked with dim sums; mould 
gathers in cereal bowls. 

Lau’s prose is unique, full of dissonant turns of 
phrase and surreal images. Monk tells her story in 
snatched moments, ranging from a few sentences 
to a few pages in length. This choppy structure 
makes reading a bumpy, jarring experience as Monk 
navigates the liminal spaces between childhood and 
adulthood, English and Cantonese, inclusion and 
exclusion. 

Some of Monk’s decisions steer the plot towards 
such extremities that the reader’s suspension of 
disbelief may be tested—but the exaggerated and 
often nature of the events align with the novel’s 

dreamlike, nihilistic overtones. Rather than searching 
for realism in the sense of verisimilitude, one can see 
the novel as an exercise in “emotion realism”—“even 
if at the level of content the treatment is unrealistic, 
what is recognised as real is truth to feeling.” This 
rings true for Pink Mountain, wherein Monk’s 
experiences give shape and dimension to universally 
resonant emotions of naivety, desperation, neglect, 
and, most of all, the hunger for validation and the 
desire to be seen.

Early in the book, Monk and Santa Coy discuss the 
nature of his art. Santa Coy envisions his art being 
shown in public spaces for all eyes to consume—Monk 
questions whether he’ll be forcing them to see it.

“I ask him, would you look away if somebody was 
forcing you to look at their emotions?

He says, I’m here now aren’t I?”

To me, this is the heart of Pink Mountain. This 
book is Monk forcing us to confront the mire of her 
emotions, as grotesque, naive and messy as they may 
be. We validate them by reading on, and choosing not 
to look away.

R E V I E W :  P I N K 
M O U N T A I N  O N 
L O C U S T  I S L A N D

“Monk navigates 
the liminal spaces 

between childhood and 
adulthood, English and 

Cantonese, inclusion  
and exclusion.”

Annie Zhang explores the strange, surreal emotional resonance of Pink Mountain 

On its face, Sultana’s Dream sounds like a book 
about raisins. Lo and behold, it is actually a 1905 
science-fiction novella of sixteen pages, depicting 
a futuristic feminist utopia. The author of the 
novella, Muslim feminist Rokeya Sakhawat Hossain 
christens this utopia as ‘Ladyland.’ The piece 
embraces a range of progressive ideas, enshrined 
in Hossain’s delicate, yet assured prose. We follow 
the protagonist Sultana, who dreams lucidly about 
her encounters in Ladyland, a space exclusively 
occupied by women.

Hossain’s vision for Ladyland is not confined to 
feminist ideals – in Sultana’s Dream, solar power 
exists abundantly. Sultana expresses awe upon 
being told that women pursue education in science, 
which led them to the observation that heat can 
be converted into solar energy. We can commend 
Hossain for being so environmentally conscious in 
her blueprint of Ladyland. But more interesting is 
her subtle dig that focusing on military prowess 
hinders actual scientific progress. She takes this 
a step further by declaring militarism a male 
preoccupation, a comment which perhaps hints at a 
link between toxic masculinity and militarism. Living 
in Bengal under British rule, Hossain’s observation 
isn’t all too unfounded. Not only was she writing as 
a woman in a patriarchal society, but in a climate 
where she was also viewed as racially inferior. 
Similarly, Hossain subtly discusses colonialism in 
a tongue and cheek manner. When Sultana speaks 
to the Queen of Ladyland, she finds that the State 
staunchly refuses to engage in the “covet of other 
people’s land.” 

Some would argue that the existence of the 
monarchy, and presumably a class hierarchy, 
stymies a genuine feminist utopia.

But we can’t be too unfair or ahistorical in critiquing 
Sultana’s Dream, as its publication preceded the 
emergence of class-based revolutions within the 
Indian subcontinent by four decades. 

Nor can we be overly critical of Hossain herself. 
Histories of feminism are told in a crystallised 
narrative of the first, second and third waves. As 
a cultural norm, first-wave feminism is almost 
exclusively associated with the West – whether it 
be British suffragettes jumping in front of horses 
for universal suffrage or American feminists 
establishing laws granting them property rights. 
These women are lauded for being at the forefront of 
the feminist movement- its “mothers”, so to speak. 
First-wave feminism has been commonly defined 
as a period of activity and thought which occurred 
during the 19th and early 20th century throughout 
the Western world, focusing on legal issues such as 
gaining the right to vote.

Yet, such a narrow framing is problematic for 
several reasons.  Firstly, it completely undermines, 
or worse erases, the valuable contributions made 
by feminists within the Global South, or what white 
liberal feminists today still term “the orient.” 
Indeed, Hossain openly wrote about a world which 
functioned soundly without men – a framework 
highly radical for its time. Secondly, Sultana’s Dream 
is even more impressive when noting that Hossain 
wrote it while under the rule of a masculine, racist 
European colonial administration. 

But this novella was hardly her only feat. Hossain’s 
broad legacy includes establishing the first Muslim 
girls’ school in Kolkata and founding the Bengal 
Women’s Education Conference. 

She faced bitter hostility from conservatives throughout 
her entire career, but nonetheless, persisted with her 
activism. 

We need to interrogate the normative view that first-
wave feminism began in the West. Moreover, it was 
not restricted to the fight for suffrage and acquisition 
of property. Hossain and other women of colour were 
expressing equally important concerns.

The fact that the contributions of Rokeya Sakhawat 
Hossain are undervalued in Western imaginaries of 
feminist history, and exist only in the consciousness 
of Desi people, is an unsurprising yet disheartening 
reminder of the rigid bounds of white feminism. While 
Hossain’s British counterparts may have lacked the 
context to critique the same issues she did, intersectional 
feminists of today should deeply appreciate the nuances 
of her anti-militaristic, anti-imperialist and ecofeminist 
outlook.

Jessica Syed interrogates feminism in the Global South, as elucidated in Sultana’s Dream

SULTANA’S DREAM

The Hypocrisy of Freedom

The rusted corrugated metal finish of the 
settlements was a far cry from the luxury of 
the gated compound I was residing in. This was 
the first thing that struck me, as I commenced 
my “authentic” tour of the historic township of 
Soweto- an area synonymous with the 1976 anti 
apartheid movement. I was standing where, over 
forty years ago, ten thousand schoolchildren rallied 
against the apartheid imposition of the coloniser 
language, Afrikaans. The struggle claimed over 
200 lives, many of whom were similar ages to me. 
There were many striking historical features of the 
township, from Nelson Mandela’s house to the site 
twelve year old activist, Hector Pieterson’s death. 
However, despite the profound nature of all these 
landmarks, the most resonating aspect of my tour 
was my conversation with a man I now remember 
as “the activist”. 

My first encounter with him was near a tower erected 
by colonisers, a striking symbol of dominance in 
what is now the Crede Mutwa Cultural Village. He 
stood casually, the makeshift cigarette in his mouth 
coming to its end as he introduced himself to me with 
a hospitable welcome, Although noticeably shorter 
than me, he held a piercing gaze that commanded  a 
paternal respect, the kind that would naturally come 
to someone who I found out to be a principal leader 
of the Soweto community. The conversation began 
formally, as we discussed the history of colonialist 
exploitation, poverty and thorough racism. Before 
us, from our vantage point next to the tower, was 
a view of the entirety of Soweto township with 
the gentrification and economic disparities clearly 
illustrated. Despite the horror of Soweto history, 
the details were unfortunately not foreign.

However, as an Indian Australian separated from 
colonial rule by two generations, and someone 
removed from the ongoing oppression directed 
towards Aboriginal communities in Australia, I 
always felt distanced from the harms of colonialism.

For me, the palpable sense of angst didn’t kick in 
until the activist detailed his experiences  in the 
late 70s uprisings, hearing the quivers in his voice 
as the trauma from racialized colonial oppression 
manifested itself in his detailed retelling. Unified 
by class and race, hardened by struggle, he had 
marched as a teenager surrounding the rallies 
to disincentivise the colonial police force from 
firing, the backlash from killing a black teenager 
marginally higher than killing a black citizen. Yet, 
we had learned that South Africa, Australia and all 
the settler colonies in the world had advanced from 
this stage, gentrification a thing of the past.
       
As a community leader, I had asked him if he had 
seen a noticeable change in the quality of life, 
the attitudes and the psychology of the Soweto 
community. Frantz Fanon wrote in his seminal 
analysis Black Skin, “the feeling of inferiority of 
the colonized is the correlative to the European’s 
feeling of superiority. Let us have the courage to say 
it outright: It is the racist who creates his inferior”. I 
asked if that has changed. Visibly distressed, I saw the 
activist question whether to give me the optimistic 
and encouraging answer he presumed I would want 
to hear. In the end, he responded by telling me 
that the great, Alfred Beit, Ernest Oppenheimer, 
Cecil Rhodes, still held the majority of their stolen 
wealth Unfortunately, this is true – The De Beers 
Corporation (Cecil Rhodes and Oppenheimer’s 
family) had a revenue of $6.1 billion USD last year 
alone. Indeed, despite government intervention, 
the class distinctions that had separated Soweto, 

Himath Siriniwasa reflects on a tour that opened his eyes.

ANALYSIS

by the minority of privileged 
Africans were rigidified, 
and a culture that repressed 
social mobility arisen.

This was for him, the very 
failure of liberal democracy 
in South Africa. This is the 
hypocrisy of freedom. For 
those born in Soweto, they 
were condemned to a life 
of class segregation and 
limited social mobility- 
there is limited freedom for 
those who struggle to feed 
and educate their families. 
This was at the heart of 
the rampant neoliberalism 
in South Africa now, 
he lamented. The false 
consciousness that the worst 
was over, and that things 
now were set as it is. From conception, apartheid 
regimented society by marginalising African 
workers into low paid labour, and the economic 
legacy lives on. Despite a noticeable growth in the 
middle class, inequality remains at the level of 1994, 
the end of the apartheid era, with 92.4% of South 
Africans living in poverty being African, and an 
increasing unemployment of  46.35% of Africans, 
compared 10.3% of whites.

I moved up the stairwell of the crudely named 
‘Oppenheimer Tower’, 
after the coloniser who 
was responsible for the 
expropriation of all the 
material wealth near the 
Soweto area, whose family 
maintains their profits. At 
the top I saw the sprawl in 
its full glory, the product of 
a rich and painful history, 
with a culture that thrives 
off its survival.  

Despite the growth in 
popularity of Soweto 
as a tourist area due to 
its colonial history, the 
stratification remained 
in place, with the most 
vulnerable stuck in a cycle 
of poverty.

Additionally, he argued 
that the  surge of drug 
use in youth in urban 
Soweto(~15%), which he 
saw as the greatest threat 
to future generations, was 
a result of the psychological 
remnants of colonial 
oppression, the destruction 
of a black conscious 
movement, and an aura 
of futility and dependence 
of the increasing corrupt 
African National Congress 
(ANC). 

The establishment of a 
neoliberal decolonial South 
Africa was more akin to 
what John S Saul calls the 
recolonization of capital, 

whereby the Whites who benefited from apartheid 
had little to lose.
 
When we enjoy the purported ethical and green 
standards today, we often forget the colonial 
history that is attached to these relative luxuries. In 
the end, despite all modern pretensions, there is an 
intimate relationship between racism, colonialism 
and capitalism.  The creation of a new multiracial 
upper class can never negate the sheer trauma that 
colonialism brought.

Artwork by Pranay Jha

Page Artwork by Tanushri-Radha Saha
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White chess square on tongue’s tip. Put it under your tongue. White 
chess square below tongue.  Now just don’t think about it. White… 
don’t think about it. Okay. Thoughtless-Rahul and his best friend Jack 
walked to 7-11. Missenden Road, 7-11. Drenched in hospital white 
light. Freezer static with tasty chocolate milk and not so tasty mint 
milk. Red Rock Deli honey soy chicken? Nah, won’t need it. Just get 
coke and winnies. Cashier ding! 

 “Thanks mate, have a good one.”

Missenden Road towards St Andrew’s. Quick cocktail concoction 
of coke and Sailor Jerry’s in a 2L Mount Franklin water bottle. Don’t 
forget the spin. Got it. Let’s go. Thoughtless-Rahul started thinking 
again and tossed the white square around his mouth. It felt like a 
tiny ball of hair, squashed and mollified, in a slow-motion spin cycle 
around his mouth. It will dissolve soon. Stop thinking about it. Okay.

Redfern Station opposite Gibbons St. Bus towards Botany. They 
got off near some obscure Italian restaurant that was closed and 
Rahul started thinking again for his tongue was now completely 
pink and they had to find directions to Sir Joseph Banks Park. Give 
it half an hour. He unlocked his 
phone and skimmed the list 
of directions. They turned off 
down the road and walked in an 
impersonal, menacing darkness. 
At the bottom, little red lights 
as fairy tale eyes beeped and 
stared; electronic guards for the 
mass of empty warehouses and 
lonely forklifts sitting unused 
like thirsty travellers in their own 
concrete desert. 

Get to the gate and turn right. 
Follow the steps all the way down until you reach the sand. 
Walk on the sand trail for about fifty metres and take a left. 
Keep walking and you will hear the music.
 
Vestiges of acid house lurked in the distance, vibrating in the 

airwaves that quietly rustled the ferns and trees flecked along 
the walk. They led to a rocky path that crossed a dry river and on 
the other side, oscillating in cubist portraits between the leaves, 
psychedelic neon lights and lasers illuminated the opaque sky. A 
recipe of synthesizer squelch and bassline thuds filled the clearing. 
At the bottom was a small stage. Two DJs, brooding and dressed in 
black, effortlessly played and twisted and scratched the decks that 
spat out an obtrusive, heavy concoction of ear-splitting electronica. 
Little groups were scattered around; some sat on logs with tinnies, 
others smoked under the giant, whomping trees; some danced 
mindlessly to the music, rubbing their noses, scratching skin under 
their sweaty shirts/sweatshirts. Rahul and Jack saw all this at the 
forked entrance, with one path leading to the stage, the other 
inclining towards a dimly-lit table with a giant bowl of punch on top 
and bags placed beneath it. It had a higher concentration of people 
with the choice of vice the same as those below. Ten minutes. Are you 
feeling anything yet? No. 

 Rahul and Jack ascended and dropped their tote bag below 
the table and surveyed the crowd. Little raves like this usually 
had a homogenous aesthetic of oversized American cotton tees 
from obscure Australian labels, sneakers (NB, Reebok etc.) with 
normcore scruffiness, wide-leg cropped second-hand suit pants and 
the occasional swag (?) lord (?) / flex mama (mami) / streetwear 
hypebeast donned in Crystal Palace or Gosha or Supreme. But lo 
and behold! What a rapid change had swept through the neo-emo 
rave sartorial-ness! There was a motley mixture of silk fabrics, 
glimmering jewellery and detailed stitching. Makeshift turbans, Tree 
of Life bindis, saris draped with Nike bum bags, painted monobrows, 
jutis with Vetements socks. 

Makeshift turbans, 
Tree of Life bindis, 
saris draped with 

Nike bum bags, painted 
monobrows, jutis with 

Vetements socks. 

by Angad Roy
dilemma

Rahul turned in consternation to his friend Jack, whose face 
was pale. A gurning girl churning gum stopped and stared at 
Rahul and shouted in a slur, “Where’s your costume!” before 
stroking his face, smiling and walking away. 

 
“Sorry,” mouthed Jack.
A Bollywood-themed rave! That Indian-thoughtless-Rahul 

had not known about! Just yesterday, someone had shouted 
at his mother “to go back to where she came from,” and now 
this counter-culture was celebrating his… whoosh! Rahul 
mechanically looked upward to the sky, which was awash in an 
indigo film, glistening with the stars. The trees were still dark, 
but looked like 2D cut-outs pasted on top of the sky. There it is. 
There it is! He and Jack glided instinctively to the dusty dance 
floor. On the way, they were met by a pale, Caucasian girl with 
a big red bindi on the middle of her forehead. Her eyes morphed 
toward the bindi and then snapped into one giant cycloptic eye. 

 
She spoke mechanically, “Did you swallow the white chess 

square, or not? If you didn’t, then where did it go? If you did, 
then my eye will turn into your 
eye… if you can see my eye then 
you yourself are one of us; if not, 
then we are you and you are not and 
will never be us. Therefore, if you 
swallowed, you are us. But if you 
didn’t swallow, then your eye is my 
eye and we are different. So, what 
did you do?”

Jack dragged Rahul to the 
dancefloor. What did you do? 

SFSKNF565230KVSVMSLSFSF1!!!4G,4G45G94IN51RG450G4FWD! 
The new DJ, a petite black-haired girl, spun very acute, piercing 
dubstep that entered like a toothpick fish and attached its spikes 
to every inch of his ears, digging its pins into the flesh and 
cartilage. Around him, smoke machines breathed a thick vapour 
that glitched in flashes of neon pinks and blues. Faces, wide-
eyed and ghoulish, slowly appeared as the smoke dissolved. The 
swell of the crowd, dancing ferociously to the aggressive dubstep, 
hauled him closer to the stage. A Jim Carrey mask stared at him. 
Rahul took a drag of Jack’s cigarette. The sweaty arm of a girl in a 
white Nike sports bra brushed his. They looked at each other and 
smiled. She licked her lips and turned away, throwing her arms 
into the air and shrieking a primordial “Aaaaaahhhhhhhhhh!” A 
stronger body pushed between them and a very pale, muscly guy 
wearing a slowly unravelling turban darted a menacing stare at 
Rahul. 

 “Got a problem mate?”
 “Your turban is falling off.”
The guy smirked and flung it off. “Problem solved. Now don’t 

smile at my girlfriend again, you creep.”

Rahul ‘s tongue rolled around his mouth but he felt nothing 
unusual. As the music grew faster, the dark faces around him 
Munch-ified together in a swirling assembly of lights — an 
amorphous Scream wavering with each electronic cadence. The 
girl shrieked again, visceral like the howl of a husky. 

 “Let’s take a break,” he said to Jack, elbowing him in the 
ribs.

Jim Carrey faced him, not Jack. He couldn’t find Jack in his 
immediate vicinity. Jim Carrey’s big caricatured mouth smirked 
at him. The strobes suddenly blended into a blanketed film of 
green and Jim cackled and howled; a simulacrum for Stanley 
Ipkiss in all his fluoro-green playdough and yellow fedora glory. 
Rahul backed away and bumped into the pale, turban guy who 

had wrapped it around his mouth to protect him from the dust. 
 He pushed Rahul away and snarled, “You don’t belong here.” 

Rahul barged his way through the crowd. He walked to the table 
with punch and searched futilely for Jack. Text: not delivered. NO 
SERVICE. Opposite the table, people stood in a circle, unaffected by 
the dubstep, quiet and introspective as if they were at a wake. A big 
bucket was placed in the middle. Rahul walked carefully toward the 
circle and slipped in between one guy with a henna tattoo that read 
“OASIS” and a girl wearing a beautiful, red silk sari whose blouse 
had been ripped. Did you swallow the white square? Are you one of them? 
At a whistle, everyone mechanically moved their hands to pockets 
or bum bags. Then, a scream raw as a battle cry pierced the air and 
from their pockets, the participants began hurling coloured powder at 
each other. The bucket in the middle was also filled with the powder 
and within moments, the space was thronging with the mad rush of 
people, shouting and drowning and sweating in variegated pastel dust. 
Stationary, Rahul watched everything. The powder avoided him, as did 
the people. The frenzy of the colour-throwing was like a fast-forward 
time-lapse around him — a mirror of his mind, resembling his Holi 
experience as a child, the festival of fertility, forgiveness, forgetting 
and felicity — materialised by a group of white junkies. You swallowed 
the white chess square. The mirror shattered and everyone stopped and 
stared at him with dilated eyes, letting the colour fall through their 
fingers like sand.

 “Why aren’t you joining in?” they said in sync.
 “Because my mind won’t allow me.”
 “Why aren’t you in costume?”
 “Because I didn’t know about it.”
 “Do you know anything?”

An arm aggressively clutched his.
 “Rahul, what are you doing? I’ve been looking for you 

everywhere!”
He turned around slowly and faced Jack. Jack pulled the cigarette 

from his mouth that had burned right to its tip. 
 “Did you even smoke that?”
 “Where were you?”
 “I’ve been at the stage! How long have you been sitting here 

for?”
 “Don’t know. Did you see the Holi?”
 “What Holi?”
 “All the colour.”
 “There’s no colour anywhere, this place is empty.”

Dark. Scattered with foliage. Sprinkled with cigarette butts. 
 “Come with me, some of my mates are here.”
They walked to a long log in a grassy area on the right side of 

the stage. Seated there was a guy not in theme, and a white girl 
puffing sensually on a joint. Jack introduced Rahul to James and “Ma 
Shaaaaanti.” When they sat, Ma offered them a puff and Rahul, before 
Jack could stop him, took a long drag. Don’t smoke your first time. Little 
splashes of illuminations, like the needle-thin illuminations under the 
eyelids before sleep, danced in front of his eyes. They dissipated when 
Ma spoke. 

 
“I’m                getting a             really negative                    aura 

from……………………... you,” she said slowly and with extended gaps 
between her words, as if she were a robot being programmed to speak 
hippie.

 Rahul didn’t reply. He gazed at her orange turban and the red 
bindi implanted between her eyebrows.

 “Are you a sannyasin?” he asked.

 “No. I just am.         I am a               person. Living. Breathing. 
Spirit… Osho is                                      one of my                          teachers. 
But                   the world is             my master. Here.” She pulled out a 
lighter and from underneath her, retrieved a stick with sage, lit it on 
fire and twirled it around Rahul, chanting incoherently before saying, 
“This… will                        cleanse you                  
 ah!”

 “From what?”
 “Your            negativity.” She pulled the sage away and took 

another puff. “I’m smoking this               as a                     contraceptive. 
I’ll only                give birth               to                          little 
earth children. Only the dust                  dirt                    leaves                       
insects                                can fuck me. Arboooorgasms!” 

 “Okay.”
 “You don’t             talk much… don’t worry this theme            is                   

uncomfortable for me also. I hate people                who                       
disrespect the culture. One day              I will just go bush                     
with my own Tarzan                  and monkey children.”

 
Rahul stood up and walked off, ignoring Jack’s cries for 

him to come back. The DJ’s set was reaching a climax. Loud, 
discordant, metallic, like two swords crashing against each 
other. He wandered into the crowd and danced dejectedly. 

Around him, Rahul saw faces —doused in brown and black 
paint — reeling to the music, fluctuating between the purple sky 
and the kaleidoscopic stage. He gulped and reached down to the 
ground, immersed his hands in dirt and continued to gather it 
until his face was smeared with it. 

Are you different to us? 

From his pocket, he cupped some remnants of the coloured 
dust and drizzled it on top of his face. The sky remained purple. 
The music slowly crept its way into the movements of his body. 

If you swallowed. 

Rahul again went to the ground and picked up a discarded 
turban. He brushed it off and wrapped it around his head. 

If you didn’t swallow. 

He flung off his shoes. Ants danced over his feet. Leaves were 
abrasive against his toes. Dirt clumped together beneath his long 
nails. 

Can you see my eye? 

Rahul ripped open his shirt, pointed to his chest and 
screamed, “LOOK!” No one acknowledged him. His shout was 
drowned out by the music. 

What did you do? 

The DJ reached the pinnacle of her set and the lights 
combined into a field of blinding white. Rahul eyes and head 
rolled and he dived to the ground. Naked to his underwear, he 
twisted around, ensuring every inch of his skin was clumped 
with the brown dirt. After doing so, he jumped up. A nascent 
cut formed between his eyebrows, which had been created by a 
rogue stick on the ground. 

I did it! 

He furiously started dancing, wildly flinging his arms and legs 
like an inflatable tube guy at car dealerships. By the time the 
music had stopped, Rahul continued to dance. The only sounds 
were of the crickets and of his feet rapidly kicking up dust. The 
other attendees had moved away from him, watching him, 
judging him as they smoked their cigarettes, snorted their ket 
and drank their drinks. Jack had realised what was happening 
and dashed over. He struggled through the crowd who had 
encircled Rahul like he was an animal trying to fight death. 

“Move!” Jack said aggressively. Eventually, he got to the 
front of the circle and saw Rahul still dancing. His movements 
were growing increasingly fatigued and deranged. Jack didn’t 
instantly move towards him; he was momentarily stupefied 
like the other by-standers. This hesitation proved costly. Rahul, 
who was, by now almost stationary and only sustained by some 
indescribable impulse, fell to the ground before Jack could reach 
him. His arms and legs were sprawled out. Ants crawled over his 
stomach and a trickle of red blood stained the middle of his face.

Are you one of 
us?
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I don’t know all of you in this room personally, but 
I think it’s probably fair for me to say that when you 
walk into an action movie, you probably don’t go in 
expecting to start crying at the first fight sequence. 
Right? But when Patty Jenkins’ film Wonder Woman 
opened in cinemas across the world, a substantial 
portion of the women who watched it shared online 
that they could not stop crying at the fight sequences. 
Maybe that sounds bizarre, but consider this. For 
many women, this was one of the first instances 
in which a major blockbuster displayed so many 
powerful, fierce, independent female characters on 
screen and treated their abilities seriously, without 
any strings attached. This was a film that invented 
a universe in which women felt strong enough, 
were recognised to be strong enough, and respected 
for that. And the universe Patty Jenkins invented 
resonated with audiences, to the point where it 
brought us one step closer to a future that mirrors 
her world.

In his film Black Panther, director Ryan Coogler 
offers us two hours to experience a world in which   
black culture is celebrated, in which African American 
actors are not cast only as villains or thugs, and the 
protagonist is recognised for aspects of his character 
outside of just his race. The universe he invented 
resonated with us. Black Panther earned $1.3 billion 
worldwide. At a screening in Nigeria, people went 
to see the movie wearing traditional Nigerian robes 
and gowns. As an African American flight attendant 
from New York said of the film, “for the first time 
someone black could win an Oscar for being a hero 
and not a crooked cop, a slave. They would win for 
being articulate, smart, successful, and loving.”

Something about Black Panther clicked with 
audiences. It clarified the type of future we wanted 
to see in reality. Films like and Wonder Woman, 
films like Moonlight, Moana, Coco, and Love, Simon 
all help solidify our vague visions of what exactly 
we want our future to look like. As we grapple with 
overcoming social injustices, we struggle to predict 
what a future even looks like when those injustices 

don’t exist. It is often difficult to express or envision 
a future that feels so different and far-off from 
our world now. And so filmmakers step in. They 
present us with depictions of the particular futures 
we have in mind. They invent distinctive universes 
within their movies that echo the ones we are trying 
to imagine, and then, much like walking us to a 
changing room, they tell us, “try this one on for 
size.” For a moment, we have a crystal clear, full-
colour, so-close-you-could-touch-it picture of the 
futures we are chasing but struggling to articulate. 
When an invented universe resonates so deeply with 
us, then we know. That is what we want our future 
to look like. There’s something we want to work 
towards.

But these kinds of films are still a rarity, an 
outlier. They briefly make us forget that the majority 
of blockbuster films still accommodate old ideas of 
what heroes and good guys look like. They bombard 
us with implicit stereotypes conveyed by what we 
see on screen. That’s why Wonder Woman was such a 
cathartic experience for female audiences – because 
even though as women we know rationally we are 
strong and worthy of respect, there are still seeds of 
doubt placed within us by the movies that continue 
to show us time after time that men are the heroes 
and women are sidekicks. Wonder Woman released 
girls and women from so many of those invisible 
constraints. It told them, “you are not wrong to 
believe you are equally important.” That is why they 
cried.

And that is why we as uniquely powerful 
audiences must demand better representation in 
film. It isn’t really so complicated. One of the most 
important things a film can do is simply show 
us an Asian character who isn’t just a nerd, a gay 
character who isn’t just the butt of fashion jokes, a 
character with mental illness who is not a deranged 
murderer. Fictional universes that offer us better 
representation of these kinds of characters inspire 
empathy and tolerance in the audiences that see it, 
and offer us yet another distinctive glimpse into how 
we might like our world to be. Surely, it can only be 
a good thing to have a more diverse range of films. 
That just means our array of possible worlds that we 
might choose to work towards has grown bigger. Our 
options suddenly become a little more specific, a little 
more precise. They sharpen and clarify. We are one 
step closer to finding the universe that most closely 
encapsulates how we hope our societies will operate. 
And when the visions of audiences and creators are 
able to converge in this way, then that is when films 
hold the most power to invent our future, even long 
after the credits have finished rolling.

In Defence of TransracialismI S  I T  A  B I R D ?
I S  I T  A  P L A N E ?
N O , I T ’ S  M Y
P E O P L E !

For a moment, we have 
a crystal clear, full-

colour, so-close-you-
could-touch-it picture 
of the futures we are 

chasing but struggling 
to articulate.

Artwork by Deepa Alam

This piece is a qualified defence of transracialism 
by way of analogy. I argue that we ought to embrace 
transracial identity for similar reasons that we ought 
to embrace transgender identity. I shall start with 
three preliminary remarks. 

Firstly, I assume that transracial individuals 
exist. That is, I assume that there are people who 
strongly identify with racial groups different from 
the ones commonly assigned to them by society 
based on characteristics such as languages, national 
affiliations and physical traits. I also accept that, 
besides strong self-identification, some other 
conditions might need to be met for one’s claim 
to transracialism to be legitimate — for example, 
perhaps transracial identity needs to be an essential 
part of one’s self-conception. Nevertheless, my 
argument in this piece is conditional: namely, I 
argue that if transracial individuals exist, we ought to 
embrace transracial identity. Therefore, I do not talk 
about individuals who are ‘passing’ or who simply 
want to share solidarity of other groups, because 
they do not meet the criteria I specified above.

Secondly, I think there are good enough reasons 
to believe that transracial individuals exist (or at 
least, there aren’t good enough reasons to believe 
otherwise). As we will see later, it appears that some 
people do sincerely identify as transracial and there 
are no particular reasons to doubt their claims. It’s 
important to note that our epistemic access to the 
minds of others is always imperfect. Therefore, 
certainty shouldn’t be what we aim for here, and 
we ought to assume good-faith self-identification. 
Some might question why there aren’t more people 
who identify as transracial. But that is bad reasoning: 
there aren’t many openly transracial individuals 
precisely because transracial identity is not widely 
accepted. To argue this is proof that transracial 
individuals don’t exist is like claiming the fact that 
there weren’t many openly queer individuals in the 
1940s proved that queer people didn’t exist.

 
Thirdly, although my argument draws on an 

analogy between race and gender, I am in no way 
suggesting that they are identical or that they are 
historically constructed in the same way. Nor am I 
saying that the situation of transracial individuals 
is exactly the same as that faced by people who are 
transgender. My argument is that transracial and 
transgender identities are reasonably analogous in 
relevant ways. 

So, the question we have to ask is this: are race 
and gender different in ways that make it possible 
to traverse the boundaries of one, but not the other? 
Some people certainly think so. Writing in The 
Conversation, cultural studies researcher Victoria 
Anderson from Cardiff University argues that race 
and gender differ in both the nature and the content 
of their constructions. In terms of the nature of racial 

construction, Anderson argues that it is primarily 
externally imposed in ways that gender is not. As 
she puts it, “because race has always been first and 
foremost an externally imposed classification, it is 
understandable that the idea of people declaring 
themselves transracial struck many as offensively 
dismissive of the social realities of race.” In addition, 
Anderson argues that some distinct features of race 
make it impossible to traverse racial boundaries: 
race is constructed based on hereditary lines; our 
understanding of race cannot be separated from 
historical oppression of slavery and colonisation; 
the historical purpose of race is to maintain control 
of social hierarchy. All of these mean that individuals 
do not have the ability to self-identify.

 
First, it is unclear whether those factors do in fact 

differentiate race from gender. The race-external vs. 
gender-internal dichotomy has already been widely 
challenged. Judith Butler points out the non-intrinsic 
nature of gender in favour of a more malleable 
understanding (“performativity”). Sociologists 
like Rogers Brubaker also start to highlight the 
fluid nature of race. Writing in the New York Times, 
Brubaker states that, “sociologists have documented 
substantial shifts in racial identification from one 
census to the next, and from one social context 
to another. Ancestry, increasingly understood as 
mixed, has begun losing its authority over identity. 
And race and ethnicity, like gender, have come to be 
understood as something we do, not just something 
we have.”

Second, it is also unclear whether race is 
constructed solely based on hereditary and historical 
factors. It seems that a significant part of racial 
identity is contingent on how people in the present 
choose to express it — therefore, we speak of racial 
expressions, customs and practices. Anderson 
argues, “to choose one’s racial identity irrespective 
of inheritance is tantamount to an admission that 
race does not exist.” This can be easily translated 
to “to choose one’s gender identity irrespective of 
biology is tantamount to an admission that gender 
does not exist.” We have the same reason to reject 
the latter as we do with the former.

Third, even if race is constructed based on 
hereditary and historical factors, that still doesn’t 
mean individuals cannot traverse racial boundaries. 
It’s important to note that we cannot fully 
understand gender without understanding the 
oppressive history of patriarchy. But that doesn’t 
mean that gender cannot be re-interpreted and 
re-internalised by some individuals. (Note again, I 
do not argue that it can be re-interpreted and re-
internalised by all individuals — some criteria need 
to be met. My point is simply that reinterpretation 
and reinternalisation are possible.)

 
Having considered why the differences between 

race and gender do not rule out the possibility of 
transracial identity, I shall now note some similarities 
between anti-transracial and anti-transgender 
rhetoric. To make it clear from the start, I do not 
think that anti-transracial can be compared to anti-
transgender in its scale and severity. Unfortunately, 
anti-transgender rhetoric still threatens the safety 
and wellbeing of trans individuals in truly appalling 
ways today and I do not think it can be overstated. Yet, 
the logics of the two are stunningly similar. Take the 
now (in)famous Rachel Dolezal for example. Dolezal 
was born as a white woman and raised in a white 
family, and she now identifies as African-American. 
Despite her history working to understand African 
American art and serving as a chapter president of 

the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People, she was ridiculed, subject to online 
shaming, and called “mentally ill.”

 
Some argue that transracialism is cultural 

appropriation or simply “racial fraud.” This seems 
to be the same logic employed by some radical 
feminists who oppose transgender identity on the 
grounds that the experiences of women cannot be 
understood if someone is born male.  Some also 
oppose drag culture on the grounds that it degrades 
women. But embodiment of a minority identity in a 
respectful manner or subverting oppressive norms 
is hardly unacceptable. Some also accuse transracial 
individuals of appropriating “benefits” that come 
with minority identities. Dolezal, for example, 
is accused of gaining preferential treatments 
in college admission for “passing” as African-
American. It’s perhaps important to note that the 
idea of people faking certain identities for benefits 
is an age-old trope. It is not only used to oppose 
the rights of transgender individuals but also to 
oppose affirmative actions in general. As noted 
above, we have a reasonable and justified belief that 
individuals will declare self-identification in good 
faith and there is no reason to deny transracial 
individuals the same ability to do so.

 
But what if I am wrong? I think at the very 

least, we need to have a more open discussion on 
transracialism in order to develop a more thorough 
understanding of the issue. Last year, feminist 
philosopher Rebecca Tuvel published a piece in 
feminist philosophy journal Hypatia defending 
transracial identity. This made her the target of 
online shaming and harassment, which resulted in 
the journal unprecedentedly retracting the article 
and issuing a public apology.

 
In writing this, I do not profess to fully understand 

transracial identity or transracial individuals. But 
when I read the story of Rachel Dolezal, I felt a 
profound sense of sadness. I felt I was reading a 
story of frustration, marginalisation and exclusion. 
Maybe I was mistaken; but I couldn’t help but feel 
that maybe there was a world— one that I was not 
yet occupying—where we could be kinder and more 
accepting.

Kida Lin puts forward a controversial case                                       CW: TRANSPHOBIA

Emily Kim delivers a speech caling for more representation in films

So the question we 
have to ask is this: 

are race and gender 
different in ways that 

make it possible 
to traverse the 

boundaries of one,  
but not the other?

OPINION
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A brush is lowered into a bottle. Dark ink cloaks a 
head of coarse hair. Lifted from the well, the brush 

is lowered to the paper.

“Push down
drag across

gradually lift up
push back down
and round off”

The instructor explains the anatomy of a 
horizontal line.

Calligraphy as high art

In imperial China, calligraphy was revered as high 
art. Calligraphy was viewed as one of the pinnacles 
of Chinese culture for millennia, associated with 
literacy, education, government and nobility. With 
beginnings that trace back to oracle bone inscriptions 
in the Shang dynasty, calligraphy evolved into its 
contemporary form centuries later during the Han 
dynasty. The new technologies of ink, brush and 
paper were adopted and soon became widespread. 
Contemporaneously, the Chinese writing system 
was also shifting from zhuan 篆 script to kai 楷 

script, the characters we see today. 

Self-expression is at the heart of Chinese 
calligraphy. In classical times, calligraphy was an 
expression of the artist’s spirit through use of their 
physical faculties, intended to aesthetically present 
on paper a harmony among the self. 

In the modern world, however, intersecting forces 
have led to a decline in calligraphy’s practice and 
popularity, such as the introduction of simplified 
characters, and the impact of new technologies on 
writing systems. Some now see it as an ancient art 
form fading into obscurity, doomed to die within the 
next few generations. 

A living, evolving art form

However, many others are of the belief that 
calligraphy is not dying, but simply evolving. 

Having shed its connotations of status and social 
capital, calligraphy is no longer confined to the 
upper echelons of society and the educated male 
elite. It is now accessible to people of all classes and 
backgrounds. A new generation of artists hailing 
from the Chinese diaspora, are also reinventing 
calligraphy’s traditional purpose. In their hands, 
calligraphy is no longer simply a means of self-
expression—calligraphy has also become a method 
of reframing, re-examining and reconnecting with 
the past. Through calligraphy, some artists explore 
the lives of groups at the margins of history; others 
challenge traditions; and still more dive in to explore 
their heritages and ancestral homes. 

Reframing histories

Monika Lin’s Tenthousand (2012) uses calligraphy 
as a medium to challenge perceptions about the 
history of Chinese societies. Lin is a Chinese Latina 
American artist who was raised in the United States 
after her adoption by a Swiss mother and a Chinese 
father. Tenthousand is a performance piece which 
features the artist writing the character 米 (rice) in 
calligraphy 10,000 times over a 12-day performance. 
By the end of the performance, 833 sheets of 
calligraphy were generated, each of which were then 
set down on a wooden platform. “Western audiences 
have described her performance of calligraphy as 

‘beautiful and tranquil’,” writes art researcher 
Luise Guest. “[But] Lin… saw this as an orientalist 
interpretation of her work, a misreading of her 
intentions.” 

In fact, Lin’s calligraphy is intended to evoke 
the backbreaking physical labour endured by 
peasants who planted rice, but could not afford to 
eat it. Instead, it was the scholarly elite who lived 
off their work, and were able to enjoy comfortable 
lifestyles as a consequence, where they were able to 
appreciate fine arts such as calligraphy and painting. 
Lin’s work challenges the way we see the past, and 
the people in it—reminding us of the groups at the 
margins of history whose lives, loves and labour go 
unacknowledged and unremembered. 

Re-examining traditions 

Another performance artist, Echo Morgan, also 
challenges the way we see Chinese tradition, history 
and society. Born in Chengdu, Morgan has lived and 
worked in London since the age of nineteen. Her three 
and a half hour performance piece, I Am A Brush, 
involves the artist using her own hair to practice 
calligraphy on a scroll of parchment eleven metres 
in length. The work expresses sorrow, heartbreak 
and strength—in conversation with art researcher 
Luise Guest, Morgan reveals that “all the ink marks 
and dots were words, they were the stories of the 
women in my family.” 

Calligraphy as an art form has traditionally been 
reserved for the educated elite—as women in imperial 
China had limited access to education, calligraphy 
was also often out of their reach. “Hair, ink, and 
tears: in I Am A Brush the traditionally masculine 
scholarly language of calligraphy becomes a female 
language of the body,” writes Luise Guest. Morgan’s 
subversion preserves the medium’s traditional 
purpose of self-expression, whilst simultaneously 
challenging its long and patriarchal past.

Reconnecting with heritages

For other diasporic individuals, practising 
calligraphy is writing a way home. In the 
International Students Lounge, the art form is 
witnessing a revival. At 3pm on Monday and 
Thursday afternoons, members of the Sydney 
University Calligraphy Society gather for two-hour 
workshops. After meticulously covering the tables 
with newspapers and tablecloths, students bend low 
over parchment paper and bottles of ink.

Many workshop attendees are members of 
the Chinese diaspora—international students or 
Australian-born Chinese. For many, calligraphy 
offers the prospect of reconnection with the language 
and culture of their ancestral homes.

“It definitely allows me to connect to my 
heritage,” says Nicole Zhong, a general executive of 
the society. “I feel that I am able to read and write 
Chinese characters much better.” 

Victor Ye, the society’s secretary, was initially 
drawn to Chinese calligraphy for its aesthetic beauty, 
but ended up realising a passion for the language, 

literature and history of China.  “The development of 
calligraphy and the development of written Chinese 
are intertwined,” he says. “So learning calligraphy 
has taught me a great deal about the language. 
What resonates most with me is the fact that the 
written language we use today has remained largely 
unchanged for two millennia. My ancestors would 
have copied out the exact same templates that I use 
now. I practise calligraphy to continue, preserve, 
and pass on this legacy.” 

Dr Tianli Zu, a Chinese-Australian multimedia 
artist, firmly agrees that practising calligraphy 
is an effective means for Chinese diasporic youth 
to discover more about their cultural roots. “You 
will learn the whole [of] Chinese culture, custom, 
poetry, aesthetics and philosophy through writing,” 
she says. Her artistic practice, which she describes 
as large-scale papercut by hand, utilises and fuses 
many elements of traditional Chinese art including 
papercutting, painting and calligraphy. “To me, 
using a knife to cut through paper is a way of writing 
calligraphy. It means, instead of writing with a 
brush, I paint with a knife, similar to dancing with a 
sword. It is a spontaneous act.”

Dr Zu is running an eight-week course, beginning 
22 May, that will develop fundamental skills and 
knowledge about three major Chinese art forms. 
‘Introduction to Chinese Art Course (Chinese 
Painting, Calligraphy and Papercutting’ is open 
for enrolment through the University of Sydney’s 
Confucius Institute, online. 

Though Chinese calligraphy no longer enjoys 
the elevated status it was once conferred, it has 
become an accessible form of expression. Diasporic 
individuals are free to pick up their brushes and trace 
out their personal and collective histories in dense 
rivers of ink. And through countries and continents, 
migrations and generations, places and people, they 
can follow these ink trails home. 

“Chinese calligraphy 
is timeless,” she says. 
“It has flourished and 
become a global form 

of abstract art.”

Writing a Way Home
Annie Zhang contemplates calligraphy as a lmeans of retracing the past

FEATURE
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This land is a symphony I do not understand. 
The red-rust dust and scattered desert-grass tell me stories I cannot hear. 
It sings a primordial song that my soul recognises 
(I feel this connection in the west wind and the grounding sun soaking into my 

back). 
Here amongst the rush of the winds, the rustling of the shrubs, 
the sway of desert flowers, the trills of birds;
                               I have found peace - calm - silence.

My mind, brimming with mercury (flowing / faintly poisonous)
Running like tumbling leaves and still as stagnant water; covered thick
With mosquitoes and the stench of static
I am the bow and snap of branches, reaching desperately for the sky;
                               
                             My eyes are twinkling galaxies of stars, too dim for human
                             comprehension but burning with a thousand desires 
                             My hands are scorched bark, rough and unloved
                             My arms are lightning struck -
                             My heart is anchoring roots in the savannah, spinifex till the horizon

But my mind too is calm. There is no fire, no eddies, no moon-pull.
This land is the balm which quenches all unease -
                            Quenches the anger of a brutalised people,
                            Quenches the sorrow of a colonised past,
                            Quenches the pain of inaction,
                            Quenches the fear of losing children
                            Quenches the damage of White Man

I feel ancient power here and they tell me (welcome, child, welcome), they whisper 
(this is not your land to claim), they roar (seek / understand / what will never be 
yours)

                               I am theirs, 
                               and I have always been theirs, 
                               and I always will be theirs

I thank the land, for showing my wandering soul some peace.
It knows I will always yearn for another taste of this silence.
For I carry the heavy embers of wrongs done and of change to come
A quiet fire which rages unconquered - unquenched.

The Language of Our Parents
Love blooms at the sight of my shoes 
sitting outside your front door. 
My old boots with the broken laces,
& in my heart, a certain fondness
for my own bare feet.

Then, my blessed hands, in the sink:
damp from cutting bruised fruit 
into quarters. Red salt for sweet guava. 
Soft flesh of papaya skin, 
pink like my own.

This is how you cleanse your soul,
my mother says, holding incense. 
The air calls to us for a day of healing,
& I remember the thought, so bittersweet – 

someday we will learn the language 
of our parents. & it will not taste like loss,
but forgiveness. 

pink carnations  

i do not want the people i love to die 
before i do, so i put the flowers in the vase 
even though they’re starting to wilt.
pink carnations unfurl by the window
while i listen to a song that reminds me 
of your voice, & suddenly, i think:
the world is so painfully endearing, 
sometimes, i can’t stand it. how wonderful
it is that some old childhood friend
will always be so glad to bump into you, 
& the barista who remembers my name 
will still smile & call me darling, while
the little fish of my heart flips in the sea 
of my chest, & oh, i am thinking
of that rainy morning, when a little girl 
stopped me to ask, are you a princess?
& i thought, again, of a book i found
with a scribbled love letter on the first page,
when i was too young to find the words to carry 
the weight of the feeling; when i didn’t think 
i even deserved words, or the flowers, 
or anything heavy enough to hurt me.

Donnalyn Xu

Donnalyn Xu

Mavis Tian

POETRY

Your melanin was heaven sent
And sang against the soil

I tried to bury you in

Soft points on hard curves on round squares
On things that don’t work together,

Number one: I tried to make a multitude small

You were too loud
                   too bright

                     too– electric 

It felt like a black out instead
You blinded me

And I cut you off entirely

I have a new lover now

We grow together,
Because her melanin has earthly scent

She is heavenly in nature // heavenly, of nature

Halo sparking shards of light
Off edges of corkscrew minutiae

The curves and lines form a beautiful contradiction

To my new lover,
A reminder

I will carve out space for you

My hair
In you
I am

Past Lover
Kiki Amberber

Artwork by Kiki Amberber

Artwork by Amelia Mertha

Australia’s Slumbering Heart

Artwork by Deepa Alam
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Recently, a friend of mine named Jineel* secured 
a scholarship to Princeton University to pursue 
a Masters in Biotechnology. We are both self-
professed coconuts, brown on the outside and white 
on the inside – we look Indian/Pakistani but we 
act ‘white.’ This places us in a unique, and often 
difficult, position of negotiating the role race can 
and should play in our personal, professional and 
social interactions. We’ve discussed this at length 
and some interesting perspectives have arisen.

Akhil: Prestigious scholarships like this one 
usually go to a tall, confident white guy. Are you 
an exception, or is this trend changing?

Jineel: It’s definitely a bit of both. The scholarship 
definitely has an Anglo history, but there have 
been steps to ensure a more diverse representation 
of Australians is being worked towards. Whether 
that be in race or gender, I think the committee are 
moving towards a closer parity with the general 
university population, which is positive.

A: So do you think maybe being Pakistani was an 
advantage in that sense?

J: It’s an interesting question. When I initially 
began the process, I felt like my Pakistani-ness 
was something that wasn’t relevant to the picture, 
and that I had to live up to a certain archetype 
of a leader, which as you mentioned before is 
culturally ingrained as a tall confident white 
male, unfortunately. But as I went through the 
process, I increasingly found that the interviewers 
were asking me about my race and faith, and 
taking quite a strong interest in 
understanding my relationship 
with it.

A: And what is the nature of that 
relationship?

J: Well to be honest with you, 
I was raised in a traditional, 
conservative Pakistani Muslim 
household, but as a kid I think I 
naturally kind of drifted from it, 
as what happens to a lot of kids of first generation 
migrants. So it put me in a very interesting 
position. In my initial stages of interviews, when 
these questions came up, not only was I caught 
quite off guard, I didn’t reallyknow what to say. 
My culture is an Australian one. I haven’t been to 
the mosque since I was 9, nor back to Pakistan 
since I was 13. 

A: So how did you respond to these questions 

from the committee ? Do you think you felt at all 
obliged to play up the role that your culture played 
within your life?

J: I think as I went through the stages of 
the   interviews, and there were lots – I did do 
that a bit. I could sense that when I engaged 
more strongly in describing my Pakistani Muslim 
heritage, I received a more positive response than 
when I deflected the question away.

A: I can imagine that would have put you in 
a somewhat morally compromising situation. 
I think, putting myself in your shoes, I would 
be concerned about falsely using my culture as 
“cultural barter’ to get a scholarship, but on the 
other hand, I really want this scholarship!

J: Yeah, I think I didn’t quite have the hindsight 
to reflect on it so strongly at the time, and 
perhaps that was because I didn’t want to. It is an 
interesting point though. I think, to be honest, my 
race was quite a big asset at times, and one that 
I did almost ‘use’ when it suited, and hid when 
it didn’t. For example, if I was trying to show my 
diligence and hard motivation, I would bring up 
my parents’ migration to Australia five years after 
they were married. They had little support from 
others, but supported themselves through sheer 
hard work and determination – their story almost 
serves as genetic proof of that quality within me.

A: You mentioned you sometimes hid your 
culture?

J: I would more accurately say that I was self-
conscious, perhaps too much so, of being too 
brown, or too Pakistani. So when they asked what 
my favorite sports where, I would never give the 

stereotypical but true 
answer of cricket, but 
rather I would say AFL.

A: It’s kind of ironic in 
some senses; you had to 
play up certain aspects 
of your race that weren’t 
particularly important to 
you, and diminish other 
aspects that were. I know 
that we all present a 

certain version of ourselves for interviews, but did 
you feel like you were lying about who you were, 
and the role that your race plays within your life? 

J: It definitely did at times, but I felt like I 
had to kind of play to the demands of what the 
system wanted. And in retrospect, while it did 
feel somewhat morally compromising to do that, 
I think it got me to the place where I wanted to 
be, as I was saying before. The odds were stacked 

against me, being a Muslim Pakistani, and for a 
lack of a better phrase, I had to use every weapon 
in my arsenal.

A: Do you ever wonder to what extent that’s 
actually true? Like, maybe they didn’t at all 
care that all your hobbies and interests were 
“stereotypically brown”. Could that be your own 
internalised racism?

J: I haven’t really thought about that. Potentially, 
but I think I read the room and the interviewers 
fairly well.

A: I guess that makes me, being someone who 
looks up to you, even more worried. One day I 
might have to play this racial juggling game of 
what I can and cannot reveal about my culture 
and religious background. How do we go about 
changing this paradigm, if we don’t accurately and 
honestly represent the role that our race plays in 
our lives?

J: I know it might sound like an insufficient 
answer, but I think perhaps the best way to change 
that is from within the system. Who knows – 
maybe one day I will be on one of these boards, 
and if a young Pakistani applicant came in, I would 
hope that seeing someone he can racially identify 
with would make him less likely to feel that he had 
to hide his race and culture.

A: But how do you know he wouldn’t just do the 
same as you, assuming that you are also a coconut?

J: No clue.

When relaying Jineel’s story to my own friends, 
there was a strong divide between those who would 
act similarly to him, and those who believed – with a 
degree of superiority – that they would never com-
promise how they represented their racial identity. 
What irked me about this latter group was not their 
position, but the way they assumed that in some 
way they were being truer to their culture. It made 
me feel insecure: I’d like to share such a confidence, 
but if I were in a similar position, I think I would 
struggle too.

Maybe there is no correct, or better way, to ap-
proach the situation. Perhaps the most that we can 
take away from this is the importance of having an 
honest conversation about the chameleon-esque 
relationship that PoC must have with their racial 
identity, and that whilst we might always strive to 
be unapologetically true to ourselves, it might not 
always be within reach.

A Confusion of TonguesBETWEEN
T W O

W O R L D S

“I was self-
conscious... of 

being too brown, 
or too Pakistani.”

When I added Ancient History as my second major 
last year, I expected to deepen my understanding 
about white culture circa 2000 years ago. What I 
didn’t expect was to learn equally as much about 
white culture circa now. My biggest takeaway? White 
culture is speaking before you think.

You know the type. You’re sitting in the tutorial, 
notes open, ready to contribute to the discussion 
and earn some participation marks. The tutor asks a 
question. You’re ready to put up your hand.

Then, in butts a mouthy white person who proceeds 
to regale us with a stream-of-consciousness as 
bland as their people’s food.

And they just keep doing this every time anyone 

else opens their mouth.

Roman history is a white-dominated subject, and 
usually I’m the only person of colour – and definitely 
the only woman of colour – in those tutorial rooms. 
It’s a disconcerting experience for someone who 
lives an otherwise racially-diverse reality. It’s in 
these moments that I become hyper-aware of the 
racial power hierarchies embedded in academia.

The tutorial room does not exist in a vacuum. 
It is located in a society and academic system 
which foregrounds the white experience, and thus 
reproduces those racial dynamics by giving white 
voices precedencet over those of students of colour. 
The discipline of Roman history – like most other 
academic fields – was founded on white, Western 
points-of-view and voices. This background is 
obviously understandable, but it is untenable in an 
age when certain individuals and collectives co-opt 
thisour field to build their own narratives of white

                    supremacy. 

So, why then is it important to have 
people of colour–and particularly 

women of colour–speak in the 
tutorial environment?

By virtue of our uniquely different life 
experiences, we have a distinct perspective on 
reality. For instance, students who inherit the legacy 
of colonialism have different takes on imperialism. 
Tutorials are spaces for students to share these 
perspectives and, true to the academic ideal of the 
tutorial, challenge existing assumptions. We should 
have access to different viewpoints – not just the 
one white perspective’s.

Moreover, and particularly for people of colour 
in a white-dominated subject, there are certain 
racial assumptions regarding to whom the field 
“belongs”, or who can more legitimately speak 
about it. The tutorial is a space where we can 
challenge paternalistic assumptions about where 
our voices belong in academia by asserting our 
active participation in it.

Non-white voices also disrupt white-majority 
spaces and assumptions. It’s easy for white people 
to pretend that we don’t exist and speak over us 
or hold onto blinkered white views. In one of my 
tutorials, a white boy put up his hand and actually 
asked, “Why did the [indigenous] North African 
tribes hate Carthage [a Phoenician colony in North 
Africa] so much?” When we can speak up, however, 
we force white people to first consider our existence 
and experiences before spouting such asinine 
remarks. 

So, I say to white people: rethink how you 
continue to dominate space and time in the learning 
environment. Consider stepping back to allow more 
diverse voices to come through. Listen to people of 
colour and support them when they speak. This will 
benefit everyone’s learning. 

Tutors, white or not, consider what role you 
play in perpetuating racial hierarchies in academic 
environments. Watch out for who speaks more than 
others. Support and encourage the voices of those 
who aren’t heard as much in our society.

And to my fellow people of colour, I say this: I 
understand that we can’t always speak up. It’s 
taxing and perhaps not always in our ability. But 
those who can, and those who so desperately want 
to but have been rebuffed by a white peer who won’t 
shut up: persist. Your voice is valuable.

If it’s any encouragement at all, know that 
whenever you speak, a white person has to shut up.

duality of man
My existence doesn’t make sense to many. This 

isn’t a piece flaunting my angst or the existentialism 
surrounding how I came to be.  Spotting my biracial-
ness is somewhat of a feat. At a glance, I look some 
sort of South-Asian. Look closer and it’s harder to 
guess. Those who don’t understand the history of 
the land of my parents don’t mark it as valid, and 
quickly I’m brushed under the category of Just 
Brown™. And admittedly, because I am brown and 
both my parents are also, there isn’t confusion 
surrounding them being related to me, unlike my 
biracial friend who when his white mother would 
pick him up during school, his teacher thought he 
was being kidnapped.

The countries my parents are from underwent a 
war of independence in 1971, however in response 
to my mentions of my ethnicity, I have heard the 
line “but Bangladesh and Pakistan are basically the 
same thing though” far too often. The term ‘mother 
tongue’ is one that is obscure to me because my 
father’s language is what I grew up with, and so my 
father’s tongue is my mother tongue. Because of 
that, I missed out on my actual mother’s tongue, so 
family holidays became a time for getting together 
and getting teased for not being completely fluent in 
both languages.

Identifying with one side of the family more 
because of a lingual connection made for a great 

guilt trip. The Australian-ness of our accents came 
through in any attempts at speaking our languages. 
We were fluent in our understanding of both 
languages, and somewhat articulate in Bangla, but 
we just ended up sounding like 3 year olds in our 
Urdu speaking endeavors. Mum would endearingly 
laugh, but I started to stew in the thought of how 
strong my connections would be to her heritage once 
she was gone. I still happily claim being fluent in it, 
although the fluency comes in only understanding it. 
Fluid in three languages, albeit a stretch, is a badge 
I’ll gladly wear. 

Jocelin Chan on how speaking perpetuates racial hierarchies in the classroom.

Akhil Bansal dives into the complexities of cultural self-identification.                                Artwork by Nischeta Velu & Deepa Alam

Deepa Alam muses on her biracial identity.

OPINION

Artwork by Deepa Alam
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Prolific Indian writer Arundhati Roy once noted 
that post-independence India is a corporate, upper-
caste state. However in recent years, T.M. Krishna 
has emerged as a dissenting voice within the upper 
caste cultural establishment of India. In a some-
what surprising move for an established Carnatic 
musician, he has attempted to un-dermine the 
Brahmin establishment who hold a vice-like grip on 
many aspects of In-dian culture. Against the backdrop 
of an ethno-nationalist, reactionary and upper-
caste BJP government - Krishna conceptualises an 
innovative, modern form of re-sistance to caste 
oppression. Indeed, cultural resistance is the future 
of dissent. 

Arguably, there is no element of Indian culture 
which can be distilled to a singular understanding- 
it is always heterogeneous and fraught with 
numerous contradictions. Even amongst those in 
the same state, there are linguistic differences. 
Be-tween those who speak the same language, 
there are religious differences. Between those who 
share a religion, there is sectarianism. It seems 
that these contradictions are irreconcilable. But in 
the age of Hindu ethno-nationalism, these points 
of differ-ence have been masked under the veil of 
a normative, monolithic Indian identity which is 
imposed upon citizens. Today, the issue of what 
it means to be Indian is fundamentally rooted in 
unconditional loyalty and patriotism to the State. To 
be Indi-an is to feel pride towards India’s status as 
an economic powerhouse and its legacy of supreme 
cultural influence within South Asia. To be Indian is 
to oppose the ‘for-eign’ influence of Islam; it is to 
be a Hindu.  

In reality, the notion of a ‘Hindu’ is a relatively new 
construction. Being a ‘Hin-du’ merely constitutes 
adherence to the system of Varna, better known as 
Caste. Caste is a profoundly complex logic which has 
historically structured virtually all realms of Indian 
society. At the top of the hierarchy are the Brahmin 
(the Priest) and the Kshatriya (the Warrior). Below 
them are the Vaishya (the Trader) and the Shudra 
(the labourer). Four Varnas form the basis of Hindu 
jurisprudence and religious prac-tice. 

Whilst there is marginalisation of the lower castes, 
a particularly brutal form of discrimination is reserved 
for those outside the boundaries of the four Varnas. 
Dalits (untouchables) and Adivasis (aboriginals) 
have been relegated to subhuman status and are 
consistently subject to brutal violence, exclusion and 
economic disenfran-chisement. Nearly 80 per cent 
of Adivasi and Dalit households are categorised in 
the most deprived among rural households in India. 
Western media often lauds India as the ‘world’s 
largest democracy’, yet caste hierarchies thrive in 
the liberal-democratic institutions of Indian society. 
Elites dominate all spheres of public life, and have 
near-ly unchecked power in political parties and the 
Indian state apparatus. 

There has undoubtedly been a mobilisation 
against the overt forms of caste hierarchy in 
India. Initiatives such as the reservation system 
of affirmative action for Dalits and Adivasis have 
sought to redress inequality of opportunity. Anti-

caste social movements such as the Dalit Panthers 
(inspired by the Black Panther Party) have sought 
to chip away at the political hegemony held by the 
upper castes. In the for-ests of Chhattisgarh in 
Eastern India, the Maoist insurgency has mobilised 
the Adi-vasi masses against corporate land grabs 
and the consistent unwillingness of the Indian 
government to address their concerns. 

But the fight against caste discrimination must 
operate on two fronts. Caste must be confronted 
culturally, as well as materially. Every form of 
social violence is a cultural, as well as material 
phenomenon.

In Southern India, Carnatic music remains one of 
the last vestiges of the cul-tural power of the upper 
castes. Seen as the bastion of high art, the distinctly 
Brahmin identity has become inextricable from the 
music. Alongside virtuosity, the mark of a good 
Carnatic musician is their religiosity, their devotion 
to deities and their self-image as priests and 
Vedic scholars. Inevitably, the music has attained 
a religious significance. It is no longer simply a 

particularly skilful artform worthy of aesthetic 
appreciation, but a body of knowledge which many 
believe hold the key to spiritual enlightenment. 
Arguably, the cultural power of the upper castes 
arises from their ex-clusive ownership of this 
religious knowledge – the artistic creations of all 
other castes, as well as those outside the boundaries 
of caste lack this transcendent spir-ituality. 

T.M. Krishna represents a spectre that the 
gatekeepers of cultural knowledge are reluctant to 
confront. As a classically-trained, Brahmin musician, 
he contests the limited boundaries of Carnatic music 
by performing in churches and playing in fishing 
villages, with the overarching aim of divorcing the 
music from its religious roots. In effect, he seeks 
to undermine the structures of cultural ownership 
that legitimise caste oppression. Similarly, he 
performs alongside those with India’s historically 
marginalised hijra (third gender) community, who 
are also excluded from the annals of Hindu religious 
knowledge. 

Ultimately, the end of caste oppression is 
conditional on the initial step of era-dicating 
Brahmin claims to exclusive knowledge. Whilst the 
upper-caste monopoly on political power has been 
challenged, the cultural foundations of their power 
have largely been left intact. As Gandhi (often lauded 
as a great reformer by the West) once said, “if Varna 
is an integral part of the Shastras which define 
Hinduism, I do not know how a person who rejects 
Caste, i.e. Varna, can call himself a Hindu.” Per-
haps, the end of caste will spell the end of Hinduism, 
or at the very least, there will be a great reformation 
and the development for inclusivity. One thing is for 
certain.

Before we democratise India, we have to 
democratise culture.

DE-CASTING 
C A R N A T I C

Caste must 
be confronted 

culturally, 
as well as 
materially. 

Every form of 
social violence 
is a cultural, as 
well as material 
phenomenon.

Swapnik Sanagavarapu makes the case for cultural resistance

Artwork by Nischeta Velu

by Amelia Mertha
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Navigating the Shire 
It’s one of those days in February where even the 

burst of cold air that ushers you into the Cronulla 
Woolies can’t budge the wet patch in the centre of 
your back. The meat aisle is, perhaps, the coolest 
place in the Shire today.

“Move, you black bitch!”
Mum turns around. The blue-singlet-and-thongs 

behind her spits through yellow teeth, “the fucken’ 
checkout’s free, woman.”

Startled, Mum lets Taylah shepherd her to the 
nearest available self-serve checkout as the other 
Sunday shoppers watch on silently. She arrives 
home teary-eyed, shocked at what had happened, 
but mainly frustrated that she didn’t stand up for 
herself. 

I tend to brush off comments that the suburb I’ve 
called home for the majority of my life is a cesspool 
of Southern Cross tattoos, fish and chip shops and 
high-vis racism.  Perhaps the recently erected 12-
foot mural of Shannon Noll brandishing his Southern 
Cross-emblazoned breast, watching over the sandy 
streets like Cronulla’s very own Cristo Redentor, is 
an indication of that. But incidents like my mother’s 
remind me that despite the good-natured, small 
town humility of Cronulla and the insatiable desire 
to nod g’day to old salt-encrusted surfers, there is a 
layer of xenophobia that simmers below the surface. 
The racism seeps through often enough—an offhand 
comment that sits uncomfortably, a funny turn of 
phrase. 

This is, perhaps, the conflict that I find most 
difficult to deal with. To me, Cronulla represents 
the best and worst of the Australian personality. 
On one hand, there’s old school mateship and an 
unspoken ethos of equality. Any ‘tall poppy’ that 
attempts to assume they’re better than anyone else 
will be affectionately cut down to the size of the 
rest of us. This attitude is rounded by a real sense of 
community and the communal belief that we must 
be the luckiest people on earth. 

On the other hand, Cronulla is also the community 
in Sydney that is most well-known for its racist 
inclinations.  

In December of 2005, these inclinations escaped 
the surface, and erupted over three hot days and 
nights of unbridled race riots. The ash is still settling 
over the events of those days, which ripped a gash 
through the southern suburbs of Sydney. I was young 

enough to be oblivious to the spread of hate that tore 
through the suburb; seas of men beating their chests 
with one hand and swigging a beer with another. A 
congregation gathered of fathers, sons, mothers 
and daughters, reclaiming their land from a Muslim 
invasion. They were guided by a venomous creed of 
nationalism and righteousness, preached through 
the radio waves by Alan Jones. For his disciples, 
there was a moral imperative to do something about 
Lebanese Muslims: “vermin” who wish to “rape, 
pillage and plunder a nation that’s taken them in.”

270,000 text messages inciting racial hatred were 
sent on 11 December, rallying troops to “Cronulla’s 
1st wog bashing day.” 

Cronulla’s bubbling xenophobia, stoked by a 
patriotic desire to defend their land and their way 
of life, caused latent feelings of mistrust to morph 
into active hostility. For the rioters of 2005, the 
Shire was “God’s Country”—a chosen island of 
sun, surf and small-town communitarianism. It 
was the final frontier against the anonymity and 
the individualism of the city, whose tall buildings 
and faintly glowing lights can be seen silhouetted 
in the distance from the beaches of Cronulla. This 
sentiment of isolation and exclusivity, which makes 
the Shire so unique, was also the force that helped 
otherise and dehumanise the ‘wogs.’ This eventually 
resulting in the lynch mob-style bashing of Lebanese 
youths who dared cross the bridge. 

I remember there was a Sikh man who ran the 7/11 
down next to the fish shop. He had been there for 
years and was a friend of my grandparents. However, 
Mr Singh’s tenure was cut short in ‘05 when on 
one of the nights, a group of masked men stopped 
their convoy of cars outside his store, intent upon 
destruction. Perhaps they had mistaken his uncut 

beard for that of an Arab, or perhaps the blinding 
anger didn’t discriminate that finely. Their attack 
was turned back by the timely arrival of police—
however, the all too real threat of racism was 
enough to leave him beaten and bruised. Mr Singh 
left the store shortly after the riots. 

2005 must, however, be put in context; the shock 
of 9/11 was still fresh, and the London Bombings 
in July earlier that year had led to a collective 
recognition that terrorism was a real threat, no 
longer confined to faraway lands and foreign 
wars. Additionally, decades of immigration from 
Asian and Middle Eastern countries meant that the 
bodies populating the beaches were suddenly more 
diverse. Cronulla’s raw response was an impetuous 
reaction to increasingly relevant global events 
and immigration flows. Like a child crying out in 
confusion, the people of Cronulla cried for their 
suburb and their country. 

Eventually, the dust settled, and the weary-eyed 
residents wiped their eyes to the reality of what had 
occurred. Public apologies flowed and arrests were 
made. 

The collective memory of the riots has faded, and 
the aggressive sentiments of pride and intolerance 
have seeped back below the surface. The incident 
was an ugly blight on our peaceful suburb, but “it 
was a one-off”, “we’re not like that anymore.” The 
community of Cronulla forgets what they want to, 
and remembers what is convenient.

The isolation and the exclusivity that enabled 
the riots in ‘05 is, perhaps, fading. The borders of 
our city are expanding; Cronulla is now within the 
sights of new, young and wealthy families looking 
for their sea change. The march of developers 
has aggressively flattened the sand dunes into 
McMansion’d suburbs. This suburban gentrification 
brings with it the good and the bad of yuppie-
fication. I can feel the small-town sentiment 
slowly dying as new generations opt for invisibility 
over indivisibility. These shifting demographics 
have derided the notion that Cronulla is somehow 
immune from engaging with the multicultural 
reality of Sydney, and along with it, the emotional 
protectionism that fuelled the riots. 

I am still a proud resident of Cronulla. It will 
always be a special place for me, but, the community 
of Cronulla must continue to open its arms to the 
rest of Sydney. In order to avoid a re-occurrence 
of the anger of 2005, it must shed its ‘locals-only’ 
mentality, and be able to share its sunny beaches.

Rohan Simpson explores the nature of racism in Cronulla

The suburb I’ve  
called home for the 
majority of my life  

is a cesspool of  
Southern Cross tattoos, 

fish and chip shops  
and high-vis racism.

CW: RACIAL SLURS, RACISM, VIOLENCE

Artwork by Nischeta Velu

Across
 1 Dullard with nothing better to do with their time 

than to fritter away their minutes on foolish cross-
word puzzles (4)

 3 Italian bread (8)

 9	 Highest	ranking	Nazi	official	tried	at	Nuremburg	
(7)

 10 See 15 Down

 11 Land to the east of Westeros (5)

 12 A-ha country (6)

 14 Kronos, Thanos, Saturn’s moon (5)

 16 Every __ is sacred, according to Monty Python (5)

 17 Writer in search of lost time (6)

 19 First name of ‘greatest’ footballer Heskey (5)

 22 So long, farewell, auf wiedersehen, __ (5)

 23 My dad’s name (also magic basketball team) (7)

 24 This answer is meaningless and void of moral and 
religious principles (8)

 25	 The	well-made	play	has	five	of	these,	the	melodra-
ma has three (4)

Crossword
Puzzle
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Down
 1 French bread (8)

 2 There are 2900 of these off the coast of Queensland. 
At the rate we’re going, soon there’ll be none. (5)

 4 European Union, NATO, and United Nations, for 
example (13)

 5 Third in Philip Pullman trilogy: ‘The __ Spyglass’ 
(5)

 6 Do this to Sanders’ dead body and he will feel the 
Bern (7)

 7 This clue killed Freddie Mercury (4)

 8 The answer’s an actor. ‘Woooww!’ (6)

 13 Palpatine, Nero, and Penguin (8)

 15/10 Turkish bread (7,5)

 16 Brando’s ejaculation for Kim Hunter (6)

 18	 ‘Casablanca’	quote	inspiring	1995	film	title:	Round	
up the __ suspects (5)

 20	 Relating	to	charged	atoms	(5)

 21 Indian bread (4)

Last Tuesday the Government 
released the Federal Budget. The 
Turnbull Government’s budget does 
the bidding of big business and wealthy 
while leaving young people behind to 
face worsening employment, poverty 
and homelessness.

The budget is nothing more than a 
short-term political strategy to suit the 
election cycle, and young people are 
left out as they are not a prime Liberal 
voter base. This has been a baby boomer 
budget which has locked young people 
out of Australia’s future.

As Sally McManus from the ACTU 
points out, “buried in the budget papers 
is a plan to have people on $41,000 a 
year in the same tax bracket as people 

The Disabilities Collective and 
Caregivers Network would like to 
express our love and grief for the 
autistic victims of the Margaret River 
murders.

In the past five years, over 550 people 
with disabilities have been murdered 
by family members or caregivers. The 
numbers are likely far higher than what 
is reported publicly. Disabled people 
experience disproportionate levels of 
violence compared to the rest of the 

President

earning $200,000 from 2024.” ScoMo’s 
tax cuts will drastically reduce the 
progressive nature of our income tax 
system, which will increase inequality. 
The tax cuts will flow overwhelmingly to 
high-income earners with more than 60 
percent going to the top 20 percent and 
40 percent going to the top 10 percent 
of taxpayers. 

Let’s not be fooled. The reality 
of “small government” is fewer vital 
services. The budget fails to properly 
finance a needs-based program for our 
schools, universities, NDIS and other 
forms of social security. 

We are facing a student poverty 
crisis. This generation will be the first 
priced out of the housing market, 

population. When disabled people are 
murdered by their parents, children, 
spouses, or caregivers, the media 
coverage often sympathises with the 
murderer rather than the victim. We 
are already seeing this pattern repeated 
in the coverage of the Margaret River 
shootings.

Disabled victims are framed as 
burdens and dehumanised. The media 
explains the murders as arising out 
of caregiver stress or the hardship or 

underemployment is rife and we’ve seen 
low wage growth for decades. 11,000 
students are homeless and two thirds of 
students live below the poverty line.

Meanwhile, retail workers earning 
$600 per week have lost up to $80 per 
week due to the cuts to Sunday penalty 
rates. Scott Morrison’s $3.76 per week 
tax cut to those same workers does 
nothing to address the structural issues 
around inequality and stagnating wages.

The Government has been decimating 
our education for years by cutting 
billions in funding and increasing 
our fees. Right now the Liberals are 
planning to pass legislation that will 
condemn low-income graduates to pay 
back their student loans barely earning 

difficulty of having a disabled family 
member. This does a massive disservice 
to both disabled people and caregivers. 
The vast majority of caregivers are not 
violent, and would never see murder as 
a logical solution to a lack of provision 
of disability support services. From 
what we know, Katrina Miles was a 
loving mother who did not consider her 
children to be a burden.

The Autistic Self Advocacy Network 
has developed an anti-filicide 

above minimum wage. They are seeking 
further budget repairs from those who 
can least afford it.

Next Tuesday the Education Action 
Group (EAG) will be having a speak out 
and stall on Eastern Avenue to talk to 
students about how the budget affects 
you! See you there!

Feel free to email me at president@
src.usyd.edu.au if you have any concerns 
or wish to get involved with the SRC. If 
you are experiencing any academic, 
personal or legal issues and wish to 
seek the advice of an SRC caseworker 
or solicitor, contact us at 9660 5222 or 
help@src.usyd.edu.au.

resource, which may be viewed 
here: autisticadvocacy.org/projects/
community/mourning/anti-filicide/, 
and a memorial with the names of the 
dead, here: disability-memorial.org/

On March 1st every year, disability 
communities around the world come 
together to mourn and speak the names 
of our dead. We will have more names 
to add to the list next year: Take, 13, 
Rylan, 11, Arye, 10, and Kadyn, 8.

Imogen Grant

Disabilities Officers 
Robin Eames, Mollie Galvin, and Ren Rennie
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WTF! ALL  

THESE WHITE 
GUYS LOOK  

THE SAME???

SAM SAMSON

JOHN JOHNSON

Indian Poverty Crisis Solved After 
White Teenagers Lay Bricks for 3 Hrs
PRANAY JHA, GUILTY (WENT TO A PRIVATE SCHOOL)

Killara local Charlotte Miller 
to win Nobel Peace Prize  
for sitting next to a hijabi  
on the train

Reaching beyond the 
conceivable bounds of 
benevolence, Miller ardently 
displayed her heart on her sleeve. 
An otherwise typical afternoon 
on the T1 line to Hornsby via 
Gordon took a staggering turn 
when Queenwood School for 
Girls student, 18-year-old 
Charlotte Miller, made the most 
perilous yet impactful decision 
of her life. A deeply perturbed 
crowd watched on, breathless 
and lingering in agony as Miller 
placed herself on the seat next to 
the visibly Muslim woman. When 
asked about the motivations 
behind her noble deed, a humbled 
Miller replied, “I think it’s just 
like so important, to show, like, 
love and compassion to those in 
need. 

“I know l made her week, and 
that’s enough for me”. Pymble 
local Greg James was one of the 

The Indian government has 
decided to award one of its 
highest civilian honours, the 
Padma Shri, to a group of 10 
white Australian teenagers from 
altruistic charity group, 420K.

 The group was involved in 
laying bricks for half a school in 
a remote Indian village, which 
is yet to be completed 3 years 
on. Despite this, the group 
is being credited with using 
innovative market solutions to 
solve the Indian poverty crisis 
by facilitating education—a 
groundbreaking idea that no 

economic theorist has ever 
considered before. David Perry, 
a graduate from Sydney’s 
prestigious St. Joseph’s College, 
said that the experience of laying 
bricks for 3 hours (before the 
group travelled to the Taj Mahal 
for a day trip) was one of the 
most rewarding experiences of 
his life. 

Linda McDonald, another 
charitable white teen on the trip, 
had similar positive experiences 
to share. “My grawm with 
this orphan, Ajay or Kumar or 
something, got 150 likes on 

TAZRIAN KHAN, LOVES MODERN-DAY ACTIVISMInstagram… it just reflects the 
life-long connections you build 
with these kids.” However some 
critics have raised concerns about 
the rate at which Indian schools 
are being built, suggesting that 
Indian orphans may become 
overqualified.

SAM SAMSON IS A SOCCER PLAYER. 
HE LIKES TO TAKE CONTROL OF THE 
BBQ AND LOVES TO CRACK A COLD 
ONE WITH THE BOYS .

JOE JOHSNON IS A RUGBY PLAYER. 
HE ENJOYS IS DRIVEN TO MAKE A 
CHANGE AND LOVES TO CRACK OPEN 
A COLD ONE WITH THE BOYS.

HONI EDITOR REMOVED AFTER FAILURE  TO TAKE INSTAGRAM 
SELFIE IN OFFICE AT 4.30AM
PRANAY JHA, EMBITTERED STUPOL HACK

Last Wednesday, the SRC 
voted to remove Honi Soit editor 
Tim Wet-Heat after he failed 
to post an Instagram selfie in 

the office at 4.30am. Per the 
SRC constitution, Honi editors 
are required to post a mundane 
photo of themselves either 

Honi Editor Pedantically Examines Every 
Page of Autonomous Edition to Find Laying 
Out “Errors”   >> pg. 9

ANDREW ANDREWSON
ANDREW ANDREWSON IS A 
CRICKETER. HE ENJOYS WORKING ON 
HIS CAR AND LOVES CRACKING OPEN 
A COLD ONE WITH THE BOYS.

privileged few who watched the 
moment live in action. “Ahh it 
gave me chills”, grunted James, 
“we could all learn a thing or 
two from this fantastic young 
woman”.

But despite her newfound 
fame as Killara’s local sweetheart 
and globally acclaimed 
humanitarian, Charlotte says 
her goals are centred on one 
and one mission only. “After 
graduating I’ll be going to Africa, 
India and other poor places to 
help starving children”, she 
claims, as her parents watch on, 
beaming with pride. We reached 
out to the hijabi woman who 
stood stunned, speechless at the 
occurrence. It was evident that 
the valiant actions of Miller had 
enabled her with the freedom 
and peace of mind she had been 
searching for her whole life.

WOAH! FOUR WHITE GUYS 
DECIDE TO FORM BAND 
WITH UNIQUE SOUND ABOUT 
DRINKING AND GOING OUT 
IN NEWTOWN
>> pg. 11

sleeping in a bed in the office or 
a zoomed in photo of their fellow 
editor’s face. For the second time 
this semester Wet-Heat failed to 
upload the photo, leading to SRC 
councillors unanimously voting 
in favour of a motion calling 
for his removal. SRC President, 
Imogen Take, told Spicy “if we 
don’t know  that Honi editors 
are doing their best to imitate 
the Washington Post during the 
Vitenam War for a publication 
that 10 people read, then the 
accountability of both the paper 
and the SRC more broadly is 
undermined”. It is yet to be seen 
whether Wet-Heat’s gaffe will 
affect his pending internship at 
the Sydney Morning Herald. 

DEEPA ALAM, WHITE BOY CONNOISSEUR
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SATURDAY 19 MAY
1PM Marrickville Town Hall

march to Alex Trevallion Plaza

The Adani megamine has proven to be one of the most 
unpopular mines in Australia, with over 70% of Australians 
opposing its construction. Millions of people have already 

taken action across the country to stop Adani, forcing 
companies and financial institutions to withdraw their 

support for the mine. 

But the federal government is still pledging its full support 
for the project and Labor has refused to take a firm stance 
against it. We are going to need a strong movement to stop 
this mine and force the government to walk away from the 

destructive fossil fuel industry. 

Join #StopAdani Sydney in protest to demand the 
government and Labor oppose the mine and commit to 

ending Australia’s dependence on coal.

STOP ADANI


